
• MP summary
- advantages: continuous adjustment in small increments
- disadvantages:

= asymmetric
= indirect impact
= ZLB ←→ liquidity trap [used ZLB terminology in class, elsewhere liquidity trap]

- policy: inflation targetting

• footnote: monetary neutrality

- M � π?

- π � M?
= driven by high-inflation outcomes

» not clear strong relationships at low M ≈ π

• Ordinary Times
- options if inflation kept low

= ZLB more serious issue
- options if growth low:

= FP bigger role
= FP harder politically to unwind

Ch 16
• monetarism and hyperinflation: works at high levels but causation?
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNh
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNg

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNf

• “Natural” rate of unemployment
- “Natural” rate of interest
- “Potential GDP”
→ all suffer from weak links

“Great Moderation”

low π / low g � small errors dominate predictions
• Phillips Curve

- our model suggests tradeoff: positive slope to AS
- shocks to AS confound ability to work



� only at extremes do we see much

� fighting inflation very costly

� CB targetting to never let π rise!!
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNj  post 2012 U w
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNo 2002-2009 U w modest negative
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=jfNp 1980s perverse relationship

(note could tell causal story as no lag: high π → policy reaction → high U)
= that there is a U - π tradeoff makes sense

- can it be pinned down empirically?
- is there a natural rate of U (and of i)?
- if there’s a tradeoff, what is it like? shifting slopes!!

• LR Phillips Curve and Milton Friedman
Ch 17
Sept 12, 2008 ← Sept 9 loan call by JP Morgan Chase

� run on MMMFs, other banks
bubbles: various
contagion: synonymn for “run on banks”

US “panics: 1873, 1884, 1890, 1893, 1907 (→ FED)
others: 1984 (Brazil), 1991 (Sweden, Finland), 1992 (Japan), 1994 (Mexico), 1997 (AFC), 

2001 (Argentina)
bank crises vs “regular” recessions

Ch 18
various controversies / policy issues
• does MP work in SR?
• does FP work in SR?

- research had ignored issue, now a lot � YES
• does policy work in LR?

- no, but hysteresis: extended recession can have LR impact
• should discretionary policy be used?

- classical debate over MP rules vs discretion
= Taylor Rule version of debate: description vs prescription
= not clear relevant, runs up against ZLB: Fig 15-9, 469 [new book…?]

- FP analog: multiplier ≥ 0
= balanced structural budget rule



= currently 


